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Why Small Cells?

What Do the Orders Do?

What Do the Courts Have to Say?

What Else is Happening?

Does the Order Really Say That?



Why Small Cells?
Overview of Network Architecture



Network Densification 
and Het-Nets

macrocells provide coverage
small cells provide enhanced 
capacity, reduced latency and 
greater data throughput

het-nets 
(heterogeneous networks) 
allow users (both
human and machine) to 
access core networks thru
multiple cell layers and/or
technologies based on the
fastest connection



Other Purposes
Groundwork for 5G Networks

• standards still in development
• ultra high frequency bands

• short propagation (few hundred feet)
• low penetration rate through walls

• ultra low latency
• super-fast upload/download speed
• support for real-time remote applications

Platform for Fixed Wireless Services
• wireless carriers to compete with cable and ISPs for 

video and internet subscribers
• uses wireless signals rather than a physical line to the 

subscriber’s premises



power meter

weatherhead for utilities
routed thru external
conduits

equipment cage
RRUS, DC suppressor,
fiber distribution

optional backup battery

unconcealed antenna with 
exposed jumper cables

distribution panel and
disconnect switch



What Do the Orders 
Do?
The FCC’s Moratorium Order (FCC 18-111) and Small 
Cell Order (FCC 18-133)



Moratorium Order
Prohibits “Express” & “De Facto” Moratoria

• moratoria per se illegal
• “de facto” moratoria = applicants cannot reasonably 

foresee approval or denial due to “indefinite or 
unreasonable delay”

• very limited exceptions

Current Status
• effective now
• appealed to 9th Circuit (Portland v. FCC)
• briefing concluded in September, oral argument 

likley



Small Cell Order
Less Discretion, Less Time

• piggybacks on August 3, 2018 Moratorium Order
• creates a new regulatory classification for small 

wireless facilities
• establishes a national standard for an effective 

prohibition under 47 U.S.C. §§ 253 and 332(c)(7) 
with new evidentiary presumptions and remedies

• redefines collocation and adopts new, faster shot 
clocks for processing applications

Current Status
• same as Moratorium Order



“Small Wireless Facility”





AT&T







Effective Prohibition
Pre-Small Cell Order

a state or local government effectively prohibits 
deployment when it denies an application even 
though the provider shows a significant gap and a 
good faith effort to evaluate alternatives

Post-Small Cell Order
a state or local requirement effectively prohibits 
deployment when it “materially limits or inhibits any 
competitor’s or potential competitor’s ability to 
compete in a fair and balanced legal and regulatory 
environment.”

American Tower Corp. v. San Diego (9th Cir. 2014)

Small Cell Order at ¶ 35



Effective Prohibitions
Fees

Pre-Small Cell Order
• cost-based permitting fees
• rent for access to ROW and municipal structures

Post-Small Cell Order
• fees violate Sections 253 or 332(c)(7) unless “(1) 

the fees are a reasonable approximation of the 
state or local government’s costs, (2) only 
objectively reasonable costs are factored into 
those fees, and (3) the fees are no higher than the 
fees charged to similarly-situated competitors in 
similar situations.”



Effective Prohibitions 
Aesthetics

Pre-Small Cell Order
• subjective, context-specific determinations 

permissible

Post-Small Cell Order
• “aesthetic requirements are not preempted if they 

are (1) reasonable, (2) no more burdensome than 
those applied to other types of infrastructure 
deployments, and (3) objective and published in 
advance.”



Effective Prohibitions
Aesthetics

Reasonable
• “technically feasible and reasonably directed to avoiding or 

remedying the intangible public harm of unsightly or out-of-
character deployments”

No More Burdensome
• discriminatory requirements are not reasonable or directed at 

remedying impact of wireless infrastructure deployment

Objective
• “must incorporate clearly-defined and ascertainable 

standards, applied in a principled manner”

Published in Advance
• “secret rules that require applicants to guess at what types of 

deployments will pass aesthetic muster substantially increase 
providers’ costs without providing any public benefit or 
addressing any public harm.”



Effective Prohibitions
Aesthetics

Undergrounding Requirements
• even if permissible under state or local law, may 

run afoul of Section 253
• cannot require antennas to be installed 

underground
• the same criteria for aesthetic regulations applies

Minimum Spacing Requirements
• cannot be used to prevent modification of existing 

facilities
• the same criteria for aesthetic regulations applies



Aesthetics

“public rights-of-way are the 
visual fabric from which 
neighborhoods are made”

Sprint v. Palos Verdes Estates, 583 F.3d 716, 724 (9th Cir. 2009)





AT&T in Mira Mesa



Shot Clocks

Shorter Timeframes
60 days • small wireless facility “collocations” 

• all eligible facility requests under Section 6409
90 days • small wireless facilities on new structures

• collocations not covered as an eligible facilities 
request or small wireless facility

150 days • everything else…
• new, freestanding non-small wireless facilities



What Do the Courts 
Have to Say?
Status of the Petitions for Judicial Review in Portland v. 
FCC and Sprint Corp. v. FCC



Procedural History
October 2, 2018

• Portland, OR files petition for review of the Moratorium Order 
in the Ninth Circuit 

October 24-25, 2018
• San Jose, CA; Seattle, WA; and Huntington Beach, CA file in 

the Ninth Circuit
• industry parties file in the First, Second, Tenth and DC Circuits

November 2, 2018
• docketed in the Tenth Circuit after lottery

January 10, 2019
• Tenth Circuit denied motion for stay, simultaneously granted 

transfer to the Ninth Circuit
• 14 related cases consolidated in the Ninth Circuits



The Parties
Local Governments
• Portland, OR; Seattle, WA; San Jose, CA; San 

Francisco, CA; Huntington Beach, CA; 
Montgomery County, MD; Austin, TX; Eugene, OR; 
Bowie, MD; Huntsville, AL; Marin County, CA; 
Westminister, MD; Arcadia, CA; Culver City, CA; 
Bellevue, WA; Burien; WA; Burlingame, WA; Gig 
Harbor, WA; Issaquah, WA; Kirkland, WA; Las 
Vegas, NV; Los Angeles, CA; Monterey, CA; 
Ontario, CA; Piedmont, CA; San Jacinto, CA; 
Shafter, CA; Yuma, AZ; Fairfax, CA; New York, NY; 
Ann Arbor, MI; Anne Arundel County, MD; Atlanta, 
GA; Boston; MA; Chicago, IL; Clark County, NV; 
College Park, MD; Dallas, TX; Washington D.C.; 
Gaithersburg, MD; Howard County, MD; Lincoln, 
NE; Myrtle Beach, SC; Omaha, NE; Philadelphia, 
PA; Rye, NY; Scarsdale, NY; Seat Pleasant, MD; 
Takoma Park, MD; Meridian Township, MI; 
Bloomfield Township, MI; Baltimore, MD; 
Albuquerque, NM; Bakersfield, CA; Ocean City, 
MD; Brookhaven, GA; Coconut Creek, FL; 
Dubuque, IA; Emeryville, CA; Fresno, CA; La 
Vista, NE; Lacey, WA; Medina, WA; Olympia, WA; 
Papillion, NE; Plano, TX; Rancho Palos Verdes, 
CA; Rockville, MD; San Bruno, CA; Santa Monica, 
CA; Sugarland, TX; Tumwater, WA; Contra Costa 
County, CA; Thurston County, WA; Corte Madera, 
CA; Yarrow Point, WA; King County, WA

FCC/Industry
• FCC
• Sprint, AT&T, Verizon, 

PRTC
• CTIA, WIA, CCA

Municipal Orgs.
• League of OR Cities
• ~10 other municipal leagues 

and organizations
• municipal power 

entities/associations



Arguments
Chevron Deference

• agency interpretation of a statute that the agency is 
charged with administering

• step 1: is the statute ambiguous?
• step 2: is the agency’s interpretation reasonable?
• key question: is the FCC’s interpretation 

permissible in light of the text and structure of the 
Communications Act?

Constitutional Arguments
• Fifth Amendment takings
• Tenth Amendment anti-commandeering principle



Current Status
Both Orders Effective

• briefing concluded
• oral argument likely; decision as early as 2020

D.C. Circuit Serves Cold Pizza
• United Keetoowah v. FCC (D.C. Cir. Aug. 9, 2019)
• harbinger for the Ninth Circuit?
• “the Commission inadequately justified its portrayal of 

deregulation’s harms as negligible. The FCC partly 
based its public-interest conclusion on a picture of small 
cells that the record does not support.”



What Else is 
Happening?
Events on the Horizon at the FCC, Congress and More



Events on the Horizon
Further Rulemakings by FCC

• pending reconsideration petition in Small Cell Order
• OTARD NPRM (comment period closed, ex partes

ongoing)
• Section 6409 Declaratory Ruling petitions (comments 

currently due October 15, replies due October 30)
Legislation

• repeal: H.R. 530 (Eshoo); S. 2012 (Feinstein)
• cement: S. 1699 (Thune)

Enforcing the Order
• Verizon v. City of Rochester, NY
• FCC Clark County, NV Petition for Declaratory Ruling



Does the Order 
Really Say That?
Myth Busters and Best Practices



You Can’t Require That
• “small cells must be regulated the same as 

equipment deployed by electric utilities”
• “the Small Cell Order prohibits undergrounded 

equipment”
• “local equipment volume standards must be the 

same as the FCC definition for a small wireless 
facility”

• “5G antennas cannot be shrouded”
• “cities cannot require evaluation of potential 

alternatives”
• “cities cannot prohibit deployment on traffic signals 

or decorative poles”

Fact or Fiction



Fact or Fiction
You’re Moving Too Slowly

• “cities cannot require mailed public notice of small cell 
applications”

• “appeals are not permitted under the shot clocks”
• “replacement poles are subject to the 60-day shot clock for 

existing structures”

You Can’t Charge That
• “the Small Cell Order caps local permit and ROW fees”
• “cities must provide a substantial written justification or 

provide a new cost study for fees in excess of the FCC’s caps”
• “pass through consultant fees are not permitted”
• “existing license/franchise agreements must be brought into 

compliance”



Going Forward…
Move Quickly and Write It Down

• step away from the land use code
• adopt flexible regulatory frameworks (administrative 

guidelines and standards)
• consider the risks of public hearings/appeals
• convert subjective aesthetic requirements into objective 

standards
• “readily ascertainable standards applied in a principled 

manner”

Track Your Actual Costs and Recover Them
• your costs will exceed the FCC’s presumptive limit
• you will be challenged on some level by applicants
• you should prepare to defend your costs



Going Forward…
Application Requirements

• assume 10-day (not 30-day) review periods
• it’s okay to be skeptical, but also be reasonable
• publish policies for application submittals

Communicate Limitations to Officials and the 
Public

• RF safety
• consequences of missing deadlines
• staff training to ensure compliance with application 

processing rules



Questions
mjohnston@telecomlawfirm.com
(619) 272-6200
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